
Southbound
Wednesday August 9th – We’ve had an incredible time in the
Desolation Sound area! However, at some point you have to
start heading south and we still had a lot of destinations in
the Gulf Islands we wanted to check off the list. The wind
forecast  was  favorable  over  the  next  couple  days  for  the
Georgia Strait but beyond that rain was coming in.

We decided to head south. It was a nice day leaving Campbell
River so we decided to run down the Georgia Strait on the
outside  of  the  Copelands  and  Savary  Island.  But  first  we
stopped for some more fishing off Cape Mudge. This time we had
the downriggers ready on the big boat for some salmon fishing.
Down they went, fishing amongst quite a few charter boats.
Nothing for a while then we caught a few very small pinks.
Needing to start heading south we were about to hang it up
when we hooked up on something bigger. Skylar net the fish as
I brought it to the boat. A nice Coho perfect for the dinner
table!

We wanted to stay for another fish but we needed to get to
Pender Harbor today and its still another 50nm away. On the
way we went by a small wind swept island off the Georgia
Strait that had a whole bunch of huge Sea lions basking in the
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sun. We stopped and watched them for a while then continued on
to Painted Boat marina in Pender Harbor.

We had an ok, overpriced dinner at the restaurant (years past
has been great) then the whole family made a fun evening out
of washing the boat stem to stern.

 

Sunrise on the fishing
grounds
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Tiny Pink Salmon
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Huge Sea Lions

The view from our moorage
at Painted Boat
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All working together for a
clean boat
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